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A note on language
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Disability definition
• “A physical or mental impairment that 

substantially limits one or more major life 
activities, a person who has a history or record 
of such an impairment, or a person who is 
perceived by others as having such an 
impairment” 

Americans with Disabilities Act
42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. (1990)



Disabled people are everywhere!
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Disability intersections
• Disability transcends race, ethnicity, sexual 

orientation, gender identity, religion, etc.
• “There is no such thing as a single-issue struggle 

because we do not lead single-issue lives.” 
– Audre Lorde

Image credit: CDC (2021)



Social construction of disability
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Moving away from the “personal 
tragedy theory of disability”
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Widespread oppression
• Daily discrimination - negative attitudes & 

exclusion

• Stigma associated with disability

• Victimization is disproportionate

• Ableism is widespread



Understanding ableism
• Assumption that disabled people require 'fixing,’ 

linked to discrimination & prejudice

• “System that places value on people’s bodies and 
minds based on societally constructed ideas of 
normality, intelligence, excellence, desirability, and 
productivity…” 

• “Deeply rooted in anti-Blackness, eugenics, 
misogyny, colonialism, imperialism, and capitalism” 

(Lewis, 2021, n.p.) 



Response: Disability pride
• Research documents 

power of developing 
positive disability 
identity

• Movement seeks 
others to develop 
“disability lens” & 
embrace pride 
movement



The “ugly laws:
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Aktion T4
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Medical experimentation
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Institutionalization
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Overrepresentation among 
police killings

Image credit: Thrivingwhiledisabled.com



Poverty
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Action step: Assess able-bodied 
privilege
• People never tell me that I'm inspirational or 

heroic just for existing
• When someone says that all they want is a 

“healthy” baby, I know they don’t mean me
• My type of body or brain isn’t used as a 

metaphor for brokenness
• Strangers talk directly to me & not to whoever 

happens to be with me, because they 
assume that I’m capable of understanding



An intersectional analysis of 
disability advocacy & activism
• Challenges in developing disability identity 

with differences by social identity

• Disability history traditionally 
“whitewashed”

• Re-examination of movement reveals 
many activists of color, women & members 
of the LGBTQIA communities



Three waves of disability 
activism
1. Single-issue activism (mid-1800s to mid-

1900s)

2. Cross-disability activism based on 
accessibility (1960s-1980s)

3. Critical, cultural disability activism (1990s-
present)

James (2022, p. 1)



“Die-in” at Public Works 
Administration
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“We are not alone” (WANA)
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Independent living movement
• Experts on disability 

are disabled people
• Comprehensive vs. 

fragmented 
programs

• Community 
integration

Image credit: University of California, Berkeley



Independent living movement
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Section 504 sit-in
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Rainbow Alliance of the Deaf
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Deaf protests about disability 
representation
• Deaf president now! • Black Deaf Advocates

Image credits: Inclusive News; Gallaudet University



Disability civil rights movement: 
Americans with Disabilities Act

Image credit: ADAPT & Atlas Assistance Dogs



Olmstead v. L.C.: Right to 
community-based living

Image credit: Decatur Arts Alliance



Disability justice movement

Image credits: Sins Invalids & Dreaminghome.tumblr

https://www.sinsinvalid.org/


2017: Protecting Obamacare
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Fighting against sub-minimum 
wage: Build Back Better Act

Image credit: Pete Marovich - Bloomberg



Marriage Equality for Disabled 
Adults Act 
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Advocacy for disabled parents’ 
rights

• State & Federal 
efforts

• Elimination of 
termination of 
parental rights 
language

• Disparities in child 
protection case 
outcomes due to 
ableism

Image credit: National Council on Disability (2013)



#CripTheVote
• Non-partisan 

campaign
• Goal: engage voters 

with disabilities & 
encourage politicians 
to have conversation 
on disability rights

• Builds on social 
media involvement

Image credit: Literary Hub

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/cripthevote-movement-2016-election_us_57279637e4b0f309baf177bd


Take-home messages for policy 
advocates
1. Move beyond personal tragedy theory of disability

2. Disability = culture

3. Check able-bodied privilege!

4. Hone your disability lens

5. Respect disabled people as the experts

6. Advocate for policies & programs that promote:
– Intersectional lens
– Community inclusion
– Self-determination
– “Nothing about us without us”
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CEU Participation Word: 
PRIDE



Discussion questions
• How accessible is your workplace for people with 

hearing or visual disabilities? (Beyond 
wheelchairs!)

• Do the policies that govern your practice 
differentially impact the disability community?

• Where do you see the guiding principles enacted 
in current-day social welfare policy? Or do you?
– Community inclusion
– Self-determination
– “Nothing about us without us”


